Abstract—Vehicular networks can be seen as the new key enablers of the future networked society. Vehicles traveling can act as mobile sensors and collect a variety of information that can be used to enable various new services like environment monitoring, traffic management, urban surveillance, and so on.

In this paper we present AVE ("adaptive Anycasting solution for Vehicular Environments"), a message delivery protocol which combines geographical and topological information to dynamically adapt its behavior to network conditions. We focus on V2I connectivity for cloud services, where the vehicles send the sensed information as individual and independent messages to a cloud service in the Internet. This scenario requires the access to any available close-by Road Side Unit (RSU), thus making anycasting the ideal delivery mechanism.

Simulations results show that the hybrid and adaptive approach of AVE is able to improve network performance. For example, regarding delivery ratio, AVE outperforms DYMO by 10% in sparse scenarios and outperforms DTN techniques by 10% in dense scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular networks (e.g., [1], [2], [3]) can be seen as the new key enablers of the future networked society. Vehicles traveling can act as mobile sensors and collect a variety of information. The vast information collected by vehicles can be used to enable various new services like environment monitoring, pollution measurements, safety, smart navigation, traffic management, and urban surveillance. The acquisition, sharing, processing, and transmission of data from vehicles foresee a new way to manage the communications.

Vehicular networks create very varying topologies along time, often including isolated nodes, variable quality links, and variable nodes densities. In the last years, there have been a significant number of messages delivery protocols for VANETs reported in the literature. For a complete review of the current status of the art in this area please refer to [4], [5]: in [6] the authors identify the open challenges in R&D from both a scientific and an industrial point of view.

Anyway, such highly mutable and heterogeneous context represents a problem for network protocols, which are typically designed for more homogeneous scenarios: state-of-the-art routing protocols designed for one environment either work poorly or are unsuitable in others; limitations have been demonstrated, see [7]. For example, protocols based on traditional link-state or distance vector routing cannot work in DTNs where a contemporaneous end-to-end path is unavailable. Most proactive as well as on-demand MANET protocols (e.g., [8], [9]) also assume the availability of a contemporaneous end-to-end path. Geographical routing (e.g., [10]), i.e., taking advantage of information about the location, emerged as a more efficient solution. However, geographical algorithms cannot achieve the best performance in every situation, the worst of which is related with the handling of “local minimum”. Likewise, DTN protocols commonly use packet replication to reduce delays, but packet replication performs poorly in predictable, dense vehicular networks ([11]).

Focussing on vehicular sensing, anycasting is the ideal mechanism since it provides the transport of information towards intended receivers while meeting certain design objectives; in anycasting, the planned receivers are those specifying interest in the information. Users may also define arbitrary interests: “parking spots availability in the center of the town”, “traffic status close to the stadium”, etc. An optimal solution would involve low delay, high reliability, low memory occupancy, and low message passing overhead. See for example [12] or [13].

We therefore present AVE ("adaptive Anycasting solution for Vehicular Environments"), an adaptive message delivery protocol which combines geographical and topological information to dynamically adapt its behavior to network conditions. It autonomously selects the most appropriate approach to forward each message based on the input obtained from an adapted implementation of the NeighborHood Discovery Protocol (NHDP) [14]. The design of AVE focusses on the V2I connectivity for cloud services scenario. In this scenario, vehicles send the sensed information as individual and independent messages (bundles), to a cloud service in the Internet, thus requiring messages to be delivered to any available close-by Road Side Unit (RSU).

The AVE approach has been evaluated in a simulated urban scenarios under realistic settings. Realistic propagation models have been used, and urban layouts from the OpenStreetMap [15] database have been included in order to achieve a realistic road layout combined with an accurate building distribution. Results have been analyzed not only to demonstrate its adaptation capabilities under different conditions, but also to detect the areas of possible improvement, highlighting the different trade-offs and how they are addressed by our protocol. Simulations results show that the hybrid and adaptive approach of AVE is able to improve network performance. For example, regarding delivery rate, AVE outperforms DYMO [8] by 10% in sparse scenarios and outperforms DTN [11] by 10% in dense scenarios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the overall protocol behavior and its implementation, and reviews some of the basic common routing problems, explaining the solution adopted in AVE. Section III evaluates the protocol and discusses the results obtained. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.
II. ADAPTIVE ANYCASTING SOLUTION FOR VEHICULAR ENVIRONMENTS

In anycasting the planned receivers are those specifying interest in the information. In this sense, Our “adaptive Anycasting solution for Vehicular Environments” (AVE) focuses on a scenario where a mobile node wants to send the sensed information to a cloud service in the Internet, thus requiring to deliver individual and independent messages (bundles) to any available close-by Road Side Unit (RSU).

AVE aims to be robust to diverse connectivity possibilities. It autonomously adapts to the current status and context of the network, and reacts by choosing the best forwarding strategy. Figure 1 shows its architecture within four possible contexts: sparse urban, dense urban, sparse highway, and sparse rural.

AVE basically integrates three main elements: a) the neighborhood sensing component, b) the context table, and c) the decision making component. The neighborhood sensing component provides the required input either to update the context table and to make forwarding decisions. In the context table, AVE stores and classifies the neighbors detected, maintains updated location data from one-hop neighbors, as well as information about the stability of the different links, too. The decision making component is in charge of deciding which strategy is the most appropriate to forward the packet according to the network state.

The AVE neighborhood sensing component makes use of periodic beaconing to gain awareness of nearby nodes. It is based on the NeighborHood Discovery Protocol (NHDP) [14] and uses the standard packet format definition described in [16]. The beacon interval can be set arbitrarily, although recommended values are discussed in Section II-C.

Beacons include data about the neighbor topological and geographical state; Figure 2 shows the proposed packet format. It includes relevant information such as, regarding topology: the IP address, the 1-hop neighbors IP addresses, and the link state; regarding location: the current location (coordinates), the current speed/direction, and the final destination (coordinates). Since beacons follow the NHDP packet format definition, their structure could be easily extended according to the rules in [16] to accommodate relevant information.

![Figure 1: Protocol architecture.](image1)
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Figure 3: Decision algorithm.

a vast set of interference sources thus making it even more unreliable.

If the route discovery process is unable to find a route within a specified time-out time ($T_{END} = 10s$), then the decision making component switches to geographical routing, thus relying on the position information of the closest RSU. Eventually, if no neighbors are known, i.e., the node is temporary isolated, the message is stored and carried until another connectivity possibility is available.

B. AVE algorithm details

The four strategies used, namely: local delivery, reactive routing, geographical routing and store-carry-forward delivery, were selected since they complement each other in a wide range of vehicular scenarios.

The first one, local delivery, is a fast approach that performs well in scenarios with a high RSU density, and where long paths are not expectable. In environments characterized by a low RSU density, the second strategy, based on a reactive protocol takes over to find an optimal path for the message to be delivered, regardless of the roads structure. The third strategy, i.e., the geographical approach, complements the reactive protocol by using a low delay greedy forwarding scheme, although it cannot deal with all road layouts, thereby presenting delays and inaccuracies related to its location service. Finally, the last strategy, the store-carry-and-forward approach, can deal with disconnected networks, covering the remaining network states; it makes predictions about the neighbors location at a future time, using a movement estimation that takes into account their actual position, their speed, and their direction. According to this prediction, we select the best one, that is the node that is supposed to get closer to an RSU sooner, as the message “custodian”. This process is repeated whenever a contact between two mobile nodes occurs.

Specific issues had anyway to be solved for each of the selected routing strategies.

Purely MANET-like protocols generally tend to consume most available bandwidth just to get an updated set of routes to destination, or they are too slow and routes become rapidly unavailable. Proactive routing protocols, for example, need a high beacon frequency to keep route information fresh, thus consuming a lot of bandwidth. Additionally, reactive routing protocols need too much time and too much bandwidth to discover long routes. This is why AVE first attempts to make a local delivery, and only if this is not successful it does activate path search. Moreover, we use a bounded reactive approach by reducing the maximum scope of the route search. This allows us i) to avoid long routes that can be possibly broken while the sending process is being carried out, and ii) to avoid wasting network resources with frequent broadcasts storms.

Focussing on the geographic routing protocols, we observe that they are based on a simple idea: look for the closest neighbor, compute the euclidean distance, and forward the packet to it. However, this strategy has two basic drawbacks: i) a greedy strategy does not guarantee finding the right path to the destination, so a recovery protocol must be included, and ii) a location service is needed. As will be shown in Section III, although georouting should be, in theory, equally effective in dense and sparse networks, the combination of these two factors make a reactive routing approach performs better than geographic approaches in terms of packet delivery in more than 10% of the cases.

In geographical greedy protocols, a recovery process is triggered to find a route to destination when local minimums exist. It is usually based on the right-hand method [18], a method which sends the packet along the border of the network to find a node closer to the destination than the one which started the process. In AVE the recovery procedure is taken care by the reactive protocol or by the store-carry-and-forward approach. When a node is a local minimum for georouting, a route discovery procedure can be started if the restrictions of the algorithms allows (see Section II-C), and the actual route to the destination can be found. If this route cannot be found, the store-carry-forward delivery takes over.

C. Specific issues

In this Section we highlight several common problems of communications protocols in vehicular networks, and we show how AVE deals with them. Most of these issues have been addressed by other authors, but they still remain open.

1) The location service: In geographical routing, a component able to translate IP addresses into geographical coordinates is required. Location services are used for this task,
but packet losses associated to the lack of precision from this service can degrade the overall performance.

AVE uses periodic beaconing as the main source of geographical information, along with the RSU location, which is a priori known and stored in the context table. We have selected beaconing as a location service because it is able to maintain basic location knowledge about the neighbors of the vehicle without requiring other communication technologies (e.g., 3G networks). In this sense, and according for example to [19], [20], [21], choosing an adequate beacon frequency is a critical issue. A high beacon frequency will saturate the network, while a low beacon frequency offers the protocol a poor perception about the network state, thus reducing performance. In AVE we used the recommended value described in the NHDP’s RFC document, namely 2 seconds.

2) Neighbor detection: Since wireless networks are deployed over lossy channels, detecting when a node can be a viable neighbor is a difficult task. Wireless links suffer from many communication problems, such as signal fading, interferences or ray reflection. Therefore, nodes cannot be assumed to be stable neighbors immediately after they are detected. Hysteresis is often used to detect when a node is a real neighbor, but this is a slow technique. Thus, it can be deployed in static environments, but it is not able to detect neighbors fast enough in highly dynamic environments.

Instead of using hysteresis, we decided to filter the packet dissemination. Since every beacon contains the location data, we can use this information to exclude as a neighbor those vehicles which are farther away than the theoretical maximum distance that wireless networks can cover. This theoretical maximum distance can be estimated from the local node configuration using the Free Space or the Two-ray ground propagation equations.

3) Loop avoidance: Since AVE involves many independent nodes, network loops may occur unless they are adequately coordinated. The highest probability of loops may appear when the decision algorithm in one node switches to a different strategy from the one selected by, for example, the previous node. In order to avoid this kind of loops, we set a sequential check in the algorithm to control the process, so preventing the selection of the delivery strategy in such an order that could create a loop. Essentially, supposing the routing protocols are numbered sequentially (1 - local delivery, 2 - reactive routing, 3 - geographical routing, and 4 - store-carry-forward delivery), if node A selects the routing protocol m to forward the packet to node B, node B would only choose a protocol n in such a way that n ≤ m. This behavior is achieved with local delivery, because if node A selects it, this implies that node B is a neighbor of the destination and will use local delivery as well. It is also the case with reactive routing, because discovering a route to destination through node A implies that node B knows the route and the packet can also be routed with reactive routing. However, in order to adapt the protocol from dense networks to sparse networks, a transition between geographical routing and the store-carry-forward discipline is allowed. To avoid loops in that case, a distance threshold \( d_{th} \) similar to the one implemented in [22] is used in our algorithm. This parameter has a twofold function in our protocol: it does not only avoids loops, but it also prevents congestion caused by performing too many route discovery flooding.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate AVE through simulation using the OMNET++ [23] simulator and the INETMANET package [24]. We also used different extensions for signal propagation modelling [25], [26] and urban mobility generation [27], [28] to greatly improve its realism.

Vehicular mobility has been defined using VACA/Mobil [28], a vehicular mobility manager which uses SUMO to achieve a realistic vehicular simulation while maintaining a constant average number of vehicles throughout the whole simulation. We have simulated our network in a real urban scenario: a 12 km area from the Muscovite suburbs, see Figure 4. In the tests vehicles sent short bursts of messages randomly along their route. Using this traffic pattern we can test the protocol performance for traffic sources in different points of the network, checking where the protocols are able to properly deliver the packets.

We assess the effectiveness of AVE by comparing its performance against a representative protocol for each of the different strategies adopted by AVE, namely with DYMO [8], Greedy georouting [29], and MSDP [30] for DTN routing. The evaluation was made in terms of packet delivery ratio, packet delay, packet losses causes, mean packet hop number, and strategy usage ratio. We also tested the influence of different propagation models.

A. Overall protocol performance

We first focus on AVE’s message delay. Figure 5 compares the performance obtained for message delivery delay for AVE and the other three representative protocols. This scenario can reach two different states depending on the network density. In low densities, only store-carry-and-forward approaches are able to correctly deliver the packets due to network fragmentation. However, under high density networks, location service problems and channel issues makes topological approaches the best option.

AVE obtains an average behavior in the range between the two best options: DYMO and MSDP. The packet delay
increments because AVE is trying to increment the message delivery ratio and to avoid network congestion. On the other hand, AVE outperforms MSDP delay since it can route some packets more quickly using the topological alternatives.

Considering AVE’s delivery ratio (see Figure 6), we see that it follows a similar trend. AVE obtains an average behavior in the range between the two best options. This makes AVE the most flexible protocol, achieving a good performance in all the available scenarios. In fact, AVE outperforms DYMO by 10% in low density scenarios. In dense networks, AVE also outperforms MSDP by 10% in dense scenarios at the expense of losing only 6% of data in sparse scenarios.

**B. AVE detailed analysis**

In this section we aim at analyzing AVE and exposing its behavior step by step. Due to its modular architecture, AVE can be easily examined and its performance in different network densities can be characterized.

In order to evaluate which protocols are chosen when the next hop is selected, we define the Strategy Usage Ratio (SUR) metric. This metric is defined as the total number of hops travelled by the message using a specific strategy over the total number of hops for the entire simulation. Its mathematical
The packet loss causes are shown in Figure 8. There are two kinds of losses: (1) the node ends its trip but it was carrying a packet, and (2) the packet is transmitted to a new node, but it cannot reach its destination. The first group can only be reduced by improving the DTN algorithm. The second group includes both channel losses and location inaccuracy losses. Since the latter is the biggest cause of losses, research must be focused there to improve the final behavior.

This set of figures also shows us an interesting piece of information related to geographical routing. We can see that packet losses in high density networks are not related to network disconnection, as occurs for greedy georouting in sparse networks, nor to a bad custodian selection, because the packet drop rate is low. In this scenario, environmental losses, such as location system inaccuracies and channel fading effects, are more relevant.

### C. Influence of the propagation model on performance

Finally, in this section we evaluate the performance impact of using a different propagation model. This new propagation model [26] accounts for small moving obstacles that can partly block the signal. Thus, it is a more realistic propagation model for vehicular networks because, in such environments, there are other vehicles, pedestrians, or even trees that can obstruct the signal. Experimentally, it has been measured that the mean propagation distance under this restriction is lower than the one achieved without taking these small obstacles into account.

Figure 9 shows the packet delivery ratio of AVE compared to the performance obtained by each of the representative protocol separately. This propagation model cuts down the overall performance of topological routing protocols, making geographical approaches the best choice for all network states. AVE achieves an average performance in sparse networks that is between two best options and, in addition it outperforms the best option in dense scenarios.

Figure 10 shows a similar trend to the one observed with the previous propagation model. However, in dense networks, we observe that AVE outperforms MSDP latency due to the use of topological approaches. Notice that topological knowledge
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**Figure 8: Packet loss causes.**

**Figure 7 shows the SUR value for each strategy under different network densities.** We can see how AVE cuts down the usage of store-carry-and-forward strategies by more that 20% when vehicle density increases. Therefore, the usage of the rest of approaches is incremented by about 10% of the geographical approaches, and by an additional 10% of the topological approaches. Moreover, this balance takes place automatically depending on the network disconnection states at different instants of time.

The packet loss causes are shown in Figure 8. There are two kinds of losses: (1) the node ends its trip but it was carrying a packet, and (2) the packet is transmitted to a new node, but it cannot reach its destination. The first group can only be reduced by improving the DTN algorithm. The second group includes both channel losses and location inaccuracy losses. Since the latter is the biggest cause of losses, research must be focused there to improve the final behavior.

This set of figures also shows us an interesting piece of information related to geographical routing. We can see that packet losses in high density networks are not related to network disconnection, as occurs for greedy georouting in sparse networks, nor to a bad custodian selection, because the packet drop rate is low. In this scenario, environmental losses, such as location system inaccuracies and channel fading effects, are more relevant.

### C. Influence of the propagation model on performance

Finally, in this section we evaluate the performance impact of using a different propagation model. This new propagation model [26] accounts for small moving obstacles that can partly block the signal. Thus, it is a more realistic propagation model for vehicular networks because, in such environments, there are other vehicles, pedestrians, or even trees that can obstruct the signal. Experimentally, it has been measured that the mean propagation distance under this restriction is lower than the one achieved without taking these small obstacles into account.

Figure 9 shows the packet delivery ratio of AVE compared to the performance obtained by each of the representative protocol separately. This propagation model cuts down the overall performance of topological routing protocols, making geographical approaches the best choice for all network states. AVE achieves an average performance in sparse networks that is between two best options and, in addition it outperforms the best option in dense scenarios.

Figure 10 shows a similar trend to the one observed with the previous propagation model. However, in dense networks, we observe that AVE outperforms MSDP latency due to the use of topological approaches. Notice that topological knowledge
is a more precise way to route a packet, since an actual network topology awareness allows to discover the optimal path to route packets to their destination; with this strategy such information is gained through a flooding procedure.

Figure 11 shows the Strategy Usage Ratio when adopting this more realistic environment. In this case, the environment requires a higher flexibility in terms of protocol usage, and AVE doubles its usage of non-DTN approaches in order to improve its delay. In fact, DTN usage is reduced by 25% when comparing the densest against the sparsest scenario; we therefore reduce this result by a factor of two with respect to the case based on the previous propagation model.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Vehicles traveling can act as mobile sensors and collect a variety of information; but vehicular networks create very varying topologies along time, often including isolated nodes, variable quality links, and variable nodes densities. Such
highly mutable and heterogeneous context represents a problem for network protocols, which are typically designed for more homogeneous scenarios.

In this paper we presented AVE ("adaptive Anycasting solution for Vehicular Environments"), an adaptive message delivery protocol which combines geographical and topological information to dynamically adapt its behavior to network conditions. It autonomously selects the most appropriate approach to forward each message based on the input obtained from an adapted implementation of the Neighborhood Discovery Protocol (NHDP). In AVE we focussed on a basic scenario: V2I connectivity for cloud services. In this scenario, the vehicles send the sensed information as individual and independent messages (bundles), to a cloud service in the Internet, thus requiring to deliver the messages to any available close-by Road Side Unit (RSU).

The AVE approach was evaluated in simulated urban scenarios under realistic settings. Realistic propagation models were used and urban layouts from the OpenStreetMap database were included in order to achieve a realistic road layout combined with an accurate building distribution. Results were analyzed and showed AVE’s adaptation capabilities under different conditions, while also allowing to detect areas of possible improvement, highlighting the different trade-offs and how they are addressed by the protocol. Simulations results showed that the hybrid and adaptive approach of AVE was able to improve network performance. For example, regarding delivery rate, AVE outperformed DYMO by 10% under sparse scenarios, and outperformed MSDP by 10% under dense scenarios.
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